With Canvas Corners training props you can turn a parking lot into a drill ground or train in the bay. These props are designed to help you estimate stretches, create friction points, and are great for instruction/demonstration. The Canvas Corners prop is designed to be used with 4x8 sheets of OSB and barrels to create walls simulate hallways, T’s, 90° and 180° angles. To quickly change the angle simply pull the pin, move to the desired angle (90°, 180°, T’s) and pin it in the new formation. Another option is the single hanger which is less cost but doesn’t change angles as easily.

Using Redd Boxes as an anchor point is a good option, hook the Canvas Corners prop on the horizontal slats of the pallet and use the 4x8 sheet for your wall.
Set up outside of a training tower, this is advantageous for demonstrating tactics.

Long spans to simulate long commercial hallways.
Filling the barrel about halfway full of water creates a solid wall and corner.

LEFT: Ballard with strap. CENTER: No Anchor Point needed for 16’ span. RIGHT: Hooked on barrel.

A longer hinge-pin is an option, it works well used to steak into the ground in place of a barrel or bollard.

Thank you Rick Mosher for pictures.
Aaron Fields, Nate Jamison and the rest of the Nozzle Forward Cadre for the help and inspiration.